Abstract. In this paper; free quadratic modules and totally free objects in the category of quadratic modules are constructed over Lie algebras. We use the free quadratic modules of Lie algebras to show that the category of quadratic module of Lie algebras is a co…bration category by means of Baues.
Introduction
Whitehead de…ned the notion of crossed modules of groups in [12] . Simplicial groups introduced in [9] . Using simplicial methods Conduch de…ned 2-crossed modules [6] . Ellis in [8] de…ned the notion of free crossed modules and free 2-crossed modules in the category of Lie algebras and gave the relations among 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras and simplicial Lie algebras. He also proved some classical results for Lie algebraic versions. In the Moore complex of a simplicial Lie algebra using the image of the higher order Pei¤er elements Akça and Arvasi in [2] explained the relations among 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras and simplicial Lie algebras .
Quadratic modules of groups are algebraic models for homotopy connected 3-types introduced by Baues [4] . Baues in [4] constructed a functor from the category of simplicial groups to the category of quadratic modules. In [11] , Lie algebra versions of quadratic modules was de…ned, and the connections between 2-crossed modules ,quadratic modules and simplicial Lie algebras were explored by using simplicial properties in [2] .
Quadratic Modules of Lie Algebras
We will denote the category of Lie algebras by LieAlg and every object we will examine in LieAlg will be over a …xed commutative ring. In [10] 
for all a; a 0 2 A and b; b 0 2 B: Let @ : A ! B be a Lie algebra homomorphism. If the following condition is satis…ed
for all b 2 B and a 2 A, @ : A ! B is called a pre-crossed module of Lie algebras [8] .
If @ : A ! B satisfy the extra condition
for all a; a 0 2 A. then @ : A ! B is called a crossed module. Let @ : A ! B be a pre-crossed module. The Pei¤ er element for a 1 ; a 2 2 A is the Pei¤er Lie ideal of A is P 2 (@) generated by elements of the form
Here [a 1 ; a 2 ] is the Lie bracket of elements a 1 ; a 2 in the Lie algebra A. We recall the following notations from [4] . QM 2) The bottom row is a complex of Lie algebras and for c 1 ; c
in the category of quadratic modules of Lie algebras is a commutative diagram, We will denote this category by LieQM.
Free Quadratic Module Construction in LieQM.
We recall the free simplicial Lie algebra construction by use of the 'step-bystep'construction [1] . For more details regarding the simplicial analogue of André's construction, we refer to the paper [3] . Now, we will give brie ‡y from [3] 'skeleton of a free simplicial Lie algebra up to dimension 2 and a free simplicial Lie algebra's step-by-step'construction in order to construct a (totally) free object in LieQM.
From [3] , we recall the 2-skeleton of the free simplicial Lie algebra. We should point out that there is an additional structure such as augmentation L(X) ! L given by sending all X to zero, where L(X) is the free Lie algebra over X. Thus we get the augmentation ideal L + (X). Let P be a Lie algebra and I = (x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x n ) be an ideal of P generated by the elements x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x n 2 P . Let K(P; 0) denote the simplicial Lie algebra and for all i; j d i = s j = id. There is an obvious epimorphism f : P ! P=I. Then we have an isomorphism P= ker f = P=I. Let 0 = fx 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x n g ker f . This 1-skeleton L (1) of P=I can be built by adding new determinates X = fX 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X n g into
1 (X) = P [X 1 ; X 2 ; :::; X n ]; the free Lie algebra on X with Construction of this 2-dimensional data consists of a function # : X ! P; which is 1-dimensional data, used to induce
The constructed 2-dimensional construction data will be denoted by (#; ; P ). 
We say that (!; @ 2 ; @ 1 ) is the free object on the function @ 2 # : Y ! C 1 in LieQM. If @ 1 is a free nil(2)-module then (!; @ 2 ; @ 1 ) is a totally free object in LieQM.
Theorem 3. A totally free object in LieQM exists on (#; ; P ).
Proof. Let # : X ! P and : Y ! P + [X] be two functions to form (#; ; P ). Since there is an action of P on P + [X]; @ : P + [X] ! P is a free pre-crossed module in LieAlg with basis # : X ! P:
Then we get the following commutative diagram,
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where the morphism
is in LieAlg and i is the inclusion. Since @ : P + [X] ! P is a pre-crossed module in LieAlg we have @(P 3 ) = 0. Thus @ 1 : M = P + [X]=P 3 ! P is a free nil(2) -module on the function @ 1 q 1 i. Now, from the 2-skeleton L (2) , take
Then, by using the function
we get a morphism of Lie algebras
such that (y) = q 1 (y). Let the second order Pei¤er Lie ideal be
3 \ D (2) 3 ) D. The generators of this ideal were obtained by the images of the functions M ; given in [2] . Then, q 1 (P 0 ) = 0. Taking L = D=P 0 we get a morphism 0 : L ! M making the following diagram commutative.
For X i ; X j 2 P + [X] the Pei¤er elements are given by
and for all X i ; X j ; X k 2 P + [X] we have the elements of P 3 as
3 ) and is a totally free object in LieQM. Here quadratic map ! is de…ned as follows:
3 ))
= 00 . Thus (!; 00 ; @ 1 ) is the required totally free object in LieQM with basis q 1 : Y ! C 2 :
Quadratic Chain Complexes of Lie Algebras and Simplicial Lie Algebras
A functor from the category of simplicial Lie algebras to quadratic chain complexes of Lie algebras is de…ned in [11] . By using this functor from a free simplicial Lie algebra we can get a totally free quadratic chain complex of Lie algebras. Now we will give the de…nition of a quadratic chain complex of Lie algebras. The group case is given by Baues [4] .
De…nition 4. A diagram of Lie homomorphisms between Lie algebras
is called quadratic chain complex of Lie algebras if (i) for n > 1 C 0 acts on C n ,and for n > 3 @ 1 (C 1 ) acts on trivial on C n ; (ii) for all i > 1 @ i @ i+1 = 0 and each @ n is a Lie C 0 -module homomorphism; (iii) is in LieQM .
Let C, C 0 be two quadratic chain complexes of Lie algebras. A quadratic chain map f : C ! C 0 is a family of Lie homomorphisms between Lie algebras (n > 0),
We denote the category of quadratic chain complexes of Lie algebras by QuadchainLie.
If the quadratic module at the base is a free object in LieQM and for n > 3, C n are free Lie algebras then quadratic chain complex of Lie algebras C will be called free. In addition if the base quadratic module is totally free LieQM then it will be totally free.
A chain complex of Lie algebras is called crossed complex of Lie algebras if
(ii) Each @ n is a Lie 0 -module homomorphism and n is a Lie 0 -module for n > 1, and @ 1 ( 1 ) acts trivially, (iii) @ n @ n+1 = 0 for n > 1. Carrasco and Cegarra [5] constructed a functor from the category of simplicial groups to category of crossed complexes of groups. Now from [3] , we give the Lie algebra version of this functor. For a simplicial Lie algebra L, Arvasi de…ned in [3] 
Thus we get a crossed complex
Using the Moore complex of a simplicial Lie algebra we get a quadratic chain complex in LieAlg. Let NL be the Moore complex of a simplicial Lie algebra
] and where P 3 is the ideal of N L 1 generated by hx; hy; zii and hhx; yi ; zi and P
as given in [11] .
Proposition 5. Let L be a simplicial Lie algebra (cf. [7] , [8] ), then C = C (2) (L) is a quadratic chain complex in LieAlg.
Proof. We know from [11] (C 2 ; C 1 ; C 0 ; !; w) is a quadratic module. Since @ 2 @ 3 is a complex of Lie algebras the proof is straightforward.
Then, we get a functor
Baues [4] constructed a functor, : Quadchain ! Xchain:
Next we will give Lie algebraic version of this functor. For a quadratic chain complex C in LieAlg, (C) = ( n ; d n ) n>0 is a crossed complex in LieAlg. The extra structures are:
) and for n > 3 n = C n . Then we have in which d 1 : 1 ! C 0 is a crossed module in LieAlg.
is a totally free quadratic chain complex if L is a free simplicial Lie algebra.
Proof. From Theorem 3 C (2) (L) is totally free on 2-dimensional construction data. And for n > 3 C n are free proved in [3] .
is a totally free crossed complex in LieAlg as given in [3] .
Cofibrations in the category QuadChainLie
In this section, we give the de…nition of Baues co…bration for quadratic modules over Lie algebras. For a quadratic chain map f : ! 0 in LieAlg we de…ne homotopy modules
If f induces a morphism of n (f n ) for n > 1 then f is a weak equivalence. It is clear that FreeQuadLie QuadChainLie De…nition 8. For a map f : A ! B in QuadLie if f is a free extension in each degree n then f is a co…bration. We de…ne a free extension in degree n with basis @ n : X n ! B n 1 where the diagram commutes. De…ne B 0 be any quadratic chain complex of Lie algebras and A n ; B n ; B 0n be the n-skeleton of A; B and B 0 respectively. Let :
! B 0n 1 be quadratic chain maps of lie algebras such that
and assume a function ' : X n ! B 0 n is chosen for the diagram of unbroken arrows commutes. Then the quadratic complex map n : B n ! B 0n of Lie algebras is unique. Totally free quadratic chain complexes of Lie algebras are co…brant objects in QuadChainLie. That is
where QuadChainLie C denotes the full subcategory of quadratic complexes of Lie algebras consisting of co…brant objects.
Lemma 9. Let A n be an n-skeleton. Assume that a function @ n : X n ! B n 1 and f n 1 : A n 1 ! B n 1 are given. Then there exists a free extension in each degree f n : A n ! B n with basis @ n such that @ Proof. In degree 1;
where F [X 1 ] + denotes the free module on X. In degree 2; 
for j 2 ; j 2 2 A 2 ; 2 A 1 . Then
becomes the required nil(2) module of Lie algebras. Finally for degree n > 3; B n is the direct sum
where M is the free R-module in LieAlg.
Proposition 10. The category QuadChainLie with weak equivalences and co…bra-tions is a co…bration structure.
Pushout object in QuadChainLie
can be de…ned as follows. Let B n be the free extension of A. De…ning B 0 as a free extension of A; the basis of B 0 can be given as
For a co…bration C, C C with weak equivalences and co…brations is a co…bration structure.
Corollary 11. QuadChainLie is a co…bration structure.
